2010 Mooting Results

Upper-year students with a particular interest in mooting are eligible for selection to competitive moot teams that represent the law school on both a national and an international level. These competitive moot teams are consistently among the best in the country, bringing home both national and international honours. The Faculty warmly thanks the competitors and all the people who supported them for their hard work and dedication. Last year the law school sends teams to the following competitions:

**ARNUP CUP FOR TRIAL ADVOCACY**

Faculty Coaches: Julie Hannaford  Jenny Friedland
Team Members: Joe Heller  Mark Rieger
1st Place: Joe Heller and Mark Rieger

**CORPORATE AND SECURITIES MOOT**

Sponsored and hosted by Davies, Ward, Phillips & Vineburg, LLP
Faculty Coaches: Mohammad Fadel  Ed Iacobucci
Student Coaches: Emily Fan  Matthew Law
Jeremy Opolsky  Eric Wagner
Team Members: Arden Beddoes  Roy Bornmann
Helen Burnett  Cameron Funnell

**GALE CUP (CRIMINAL LAW AND CHARTER RIGHTS)**

Osgood Hall Law Courts competition for Canadian law schools
Faculty Coach: Martha Shaffer  Karen Bellinger
Student Coaches: Tim Barrett  Joe Heller
Kristen Pollock
Team Members: Cherrine Chow  Patric Senson
Adam Tanel  Sinziana Tugulea

**PHILLIP C. JESSUP INTERNATIONAL LAW MOOT**

Faculty Coaches: Jutta Brunnée  Karen Knop
Student Coaches: Ashley Cochran  Heather Cochran
Amara Gossin  Max Shapiro
Team Members: Natasha Kanerva   Ryan Liss
Brendan Morrison   Chris Yung

3rd Top Oralist  Chris Yung

**KAWASKIMHON MOOT (ABORIGINAL LAW)**

Faculty Coach: Katherine Hensel   Douglas Sanderson
Team Members: Kim Condon   Maria Golarz
Mark Gustafson   Alexandria Winterburn

The Kawaskimhon is a consensus event, and does not identify “top” performers.

**CANADIAN LABOUR ARBITRATION COMPETITION**

*Sponsored by Mathews, Dinsdale, & Clarke LLP*

Faculty Coaches: Kerry Rittich   Laura Trachuk
Student Coaches: Inie Park
Team Members: Mike Laskey   Lauren Posloski

**LASKIN MOOT (ADMINISTRATIVE AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW)**

Faculty Coaches: Trudo Lemmens   Audrey Macklin
Student Coaches: Sara Crowder   Aaron Kreaden
Chris Somerville   Laura Wagner
Team Members: Jeremy Martin   Kathryn McGoldrick
Padraic Ryan   Chris Sheridan
4th Top Oralist  Chris Sheridan

**WILSON MOOT (JUSTICE FOR TRADITIONALLY DISEMPLOYED)**

*Named for Justice Bertha Wilson*

Faculty Coaches: Cheryl Milne   Lorraine Weinrib
Student Coaches: Karen Ensslen   Kristina Gill
Kim Potter
Team Members: Lindsay Beck   David Forsayeth
Becca McConchie   Dan Rohde

1st Place  Lindsay Beck   David Forsayeth
Becca McConchie   Dan Rohde

Top Oralist  Dan Rohde
2nd Top Oralist  Lindsay Beck
2nd Top Factum  Lindsay Beck   David Forsayeth
CALLAGHAN MEMORIAL MOOT (INTRA-MURAL CRIMINAL LAW COMPETITION)

Sponsored by the Gowlings Firm

Faculty Coaches: Markus Dubber Hamish Stewart

Student Coaches: Imtenan Abd-El-Razik Clea Amundsen
Cassandra Florio Kara Hardin
Jeff Kang Steven Slavens
Tina Yang

Team Members: Karim Amlani Kathryn Beck
Eric Chamney Joshua Chan
Aaron Christoff Elizabeth Coyle
Carlo Di Carlo Katie Ionson
Asim Iqbal Aria Kashefi
Jun Chao Meng Alanna Mihalj
Viktoria Prokhorova Stuart Rothman
Samantha Seabrook Janini Shanmuganathan

1st Place Team: Kathryn Beck Elizabeth Coyle
2nd Place Team: Karim Amlani Alanna Mihalj
Top Oralists: Kate Ionson Alanna Mihalj
Stuart Rothman Samantha Seabrook
Top Appell’t Factum: Carlo Di Carlo Aria Kashefi
Top Resp’nt Factum: Viktoria Prokhorova Samantha Seabrook

CLIENT COUNSELLING COMPETITION

Student Coaches: Sinziana Tugulea Jocelyn Reikie
Chris Yung

Team Members: Kate Southwell Jay Potter

2nd Place Team & Top Ontario Team Kate Southwell Jay Potter